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RdS3 is a great editor. I have been using it on PS3 as an editor for the
past few years. It is quite reliable in reproducing the original system

structure of the PS3. But I also have been using their PS3 debugger. So I
am very familiar with the PS3 debugger. I have to say that the PS3

debugger is a bit strange since it is designed to debug loaders/heaps etc.
So that it knows where code is and data/constants are. It cannot think

about the programme's state like pdr can. I think the problem is that they
have avoided the use of the well known "bracing and unbracing" of

variables as being too complex for a debugger. It also seems to have the
"run" and "step" commands which are similar to breakpoints. Are these
the same as the debugger internal breakpoints which are inserted by a

debugger for specific code locations. I am the main developer for PS3.I am
not a person who can share all the code and things,but I can say that the

disk full message is caused by PS3's own softwares that could not be
cleaned completely. Please try to clear the game data or other parts. If it

still does not work, please download other games or applications. Not sure
how I missed that on the software front. The PS3 doesn't have UMD

support at all. Psp's on the other hand are suppose to get Sony to change
their update policy though. So if you bought a ps2 at retail and kept your
disks, you can get an update for the ps3 that will allow you to play your
disks. But if you bought a ps2 on gamefly at half price, buy the game on

disc and then download the game through the store, you won't be able to
use your disks. I'm not sure when they are supposed to have an update to
fix it, but they will, or else everyone will go back to buying ps1 games at

retail. The release was super delayed because of the highly technical
nature of getting the machines to play the disks. For example, Sony uses
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an optical card reader with the ps3, which doesn't have enough ram to
perform quick downloads and so has to be filtered from the network. So

they had to write their own software to do that.
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i just bought a PSVita, and i am having a lot of problems with it. First off, i
got to the point where i was getting stuck in the menus on it, i would get

to the menu where i can play games, or try to set up a game, and it would
freeze up on me and i would have to power off to turn it off and have to
do it all over again, and i had to do it about five times, and each time i

would have to remove every game in the OS and reload it. And as i load
them up, more games would freeze up on me, so i would have to take

them out and reload them to try to get them to run. Once they do start, i
have gotten to the point where i have 6 games running and in the

background but it wont let me set up a game on it. Then after the latest
firmware update, it started freezing up on me trying to go into game

config mode. Or Game Launcher. Or anything. I would have to quit each
game and then restart the PSVita for it to fix itself. And now it sometimes

won't shut off the Playstation, either. It'll keep trying to sign in even
though i'm already signed in and have logged out. It has even restarted

the PSVita when i have a half finished PS3 game so it can try to sign in to
see if it's working. It has definitely slowed down, even made me lose the

internet connection on occasion. Multiple things that don't always happen
on any other system I own. I can't play any of the original games, even
the one on the PS1, even backups I have of them. I've re-downloaded

games from the PSN about a dozen times now. I've tried downloading the
oldest games like Dokapon Kingdom, and none of those work. Games

from the PSN work on my PS3 and PS4. I've tried to play it on my PS Vita
with basically the same results. When I make another backup to a

different USB, the USB has to be wiped and re-formatted, the backup
doesn't work on that, either. It's a little hard for me to know if they're

coding issues, whether or not the OS was corrupted by the first firmware
update, or if there's some sort of limitation in the firmware itself.
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